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ever--with some help from the brave voyager named
Moana, that is.
Calendario generale pe' Regii Stati pubblicato con autorità del
Governo e con privilegio di S.S.R.M Holiday House
Love bound us together... but fate has other plans. Just when a
happily ever after with my Seelie men was within reach, the Heart of
the Mists tied me to one of the foreboding winter arch-lords. I can't
escape the connection between us. The enemy can speak from
right within my soul. I'm not willing to give up on my happiness that
easily, but I can't let the realms descend into all-out war. I'll brave
The Book of Chaos Routledge
the uncertainties of the winter lands if that's what it takes to protect
A group of young space travelers can't wait for their pizza party the men I love. My chilly Unseelie arch-lord isn't quite what I
later, but how many hours away is dinner? What are hours
expected, though. As the lines between ally and enemy start to blur,
anyway? Readers follow along as a loveable crew of kid
can I stop the clash of winter and summer before even more blood
astronauts and their Martain friends go about their daily routine, is shed? *Royal Mate is the fourth in Bound to the Fae, a new
exploring the differences between seconds, minutes, and hours; paranormal romance series featuring possessive wolf shifters,
what A.M. and P.M. mean; and how to tell time on both digital dangerous fae politics, and a wounded heroine finding her strength.
Grab it now and get swept away in the fantasy!*

and analog clocks. Ten seconds to liftoff! Are you ready?
Veteran children's nonfiction author David Adler incorporates
math concepts, such as addition and subtraction, into this fun
narrative with problem-solving exercises for readers to tackle at
their own pace. Edward Miller's vibrant cartoon art depicts the
happy group of friends embarking on space walks, working
together on projects, and settling in for bed. The sixteenth book
in Alder and Miller's math picture book series, this title is
perfect for enthusiastic learners or kids who may need a little
extra support in mastering this essential life skill. A glossary
explains time zones, daylight savings time, and more. An out-ofthis-world STEM book.

The Portal Keeper Simon and Schuster
A South African girl describes her pet chicken, painting special
designs on her house, dressing up for school, and her mischievous
brother.

A Picture Book of Anne Frank Hachette India
As a demigod, Maui has done a lot to help humanity. He
slowed the sun to make the days longer and used his
magical fishhook to pull up new islands. He battled
monsters and even helped create coconuts. But there's
one thing Maui has never done: be somebody's friend.
Follow Maui on his journey to become the best friend

Die Schweiz, nebst den angrenzenden Theilen
von Oberitalien, Savoyen und Tirol Crown Books
For Young Readers
Raybould aims to test the hypothesis that
literacy was largely an accomplishment of an
educated, literate, social elite in Roman
Britain, by examining surviving inscriptions

Lily and the Unicorn King Troubador
Publishing Ltd
The little bunnies are full of wonder and
mischief as they share their exciting day
with mommy and daddy. This lovely book is
written by Margaret Wise Brown, author of
Goodnight Moon, and illustrated by Emma
Levey.

from the area of religion, working and domestic
life, and funerary customs.
Draw Manga! Abrams
A riding competition. A magical battle. Can
she win first prize and rescue a herd of lost
unicorns? Lily loves every minute in the
saddle. But native herb lessons with her Maori
grandmother keep interrupting the 12-yearold's Pony Club championship training. As if
that weren't enough, a curious sound under the
stars just revealed an impossible sight:
battle-ready unicorns appearing out of thin
air. While the wild, horned creatures look
nothing like a fairy tale, she refuses to turn
her back on the animals in need. So when the
king asks her to hide his herd from an evil
sorceress, she calls on her friends to share
the terrifying responsibility. If the girls
fail, then Lily's mythical new friends will be
forced to fight a deadly war... Can Lily use
her wits and the power of her Maori heritage
to preserve the unicorns' freedom? Lily and
the Unicorn King is the first book in an edgeof-your-saddle middle grade fantasy series. If
you like brave heroines, legendary creatures,
and new twists on ancient folklore, then
you'll love Kate Gordon's galloping tale. Ride
into the adventure with Lily and the Unicorn
King today!
Ben Archer and the Cosmic Fall (The Alien Skill
Series, Book 1) Lerner Publishing Group
New York Times Bestseller Araminta Ross was born a
slave in Delaware in the early 19th century.
Slavery meant that her family could be ripped
apart at any time, and that she could be put to
work in dangerous places and for abusive people.
But north of the Mason-Dixon line, slavery was
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illegal. If she could run away and make it north
without being caught or killed, she’d be free.
Facing enormous danger, Araminta made it, and once
free, she changed her name to Harriet Tubman.
Tubman spent the rest of her life helping slaves
run away like she did, every time taking her life
in her hands. Nathan Hale tells her incredible
true-life story with the humor and sensitivity
he’s shown in every one of the Hazardous
Tales—perfect for reluctant readers and classroom
discussions.

families.
Royal Mate British Archaeological Reports
Limited
Ten-year-old Martha has leadership skills. At
least, that's what her parents say. Her
cousins, Sanjay and Anand, say she's bossy.
When Martha secretly adopts a very pregnant
cat from a garage sale free box right before
her cousins come for a long visit, it puts a
serious kink in her carefully laid plans for
summer. That kink grows even bigger when the
cat runs away. Still, Martha's determined to
give her cousins forty-two days of fun,
Portland, Oregon style. But ten-year-old
Sanjay and eight-year-old Anand face troubles
of their own. Anand must get strong enough to
conquer the Tarzan rope that looms across the
neighborhood swimming pool. And Sanjay has a
big secret stashed in Martha's attic. Can they
all work together to find Martha's cat and
newborn kittens? Or will the urban coyotes get
them first? The Cat, the Cash, the Leap, and
the List is a new take on the classic summer
adventure story for middle grade readers. If
you like books with humor, heart, and action
like The Penderwicks, let Sue Campbell take
you on a delightful romp through Portland in
the summertime. Buy The Cat, the Cash, the
Leap, and the List today to start your summer
adventure.
Understanding Roman Inscriptions WatsonGuptill
"Professor Susini gives a critical review of
recently canvassed theories of Latin
epigraphy, and pays particular attention to
the circumstances in which inscriptions were
commissioned, the practical detail of their
execution, and the reactions of those who read
them. Throughout he stresses the need to
deepen our interpretation of the texts by
observing every aspect of the inscribed
monument as a whole and by considering it in
relation to the world for which it was made."
-- Publisher's description.

Lottie Saves the Bees Abrams
There were ostriches in India. Gold was dug
up in the Himalayas by animals. Coins of
Greek rulers in India showed Krishna
wearing Greek clothes. Ethiopian military
slaves founded kingdoms across India. Jump
into an action-packed history of India told
like never before. Discover our incredible
heritage and uncover delightful nuggets
about our grand old country. Travel through
time and see how people lived, why things
happened and how we came to be what we are.
Written by BBC Mastermind `Champion of
Champions? Archana Garodia Gupta and
history-geek Shruti Garodia, this volume
spans the ages from the dawn of humans
until the Delhi and Deccan sultanates, and
tells the story of India?s rulers and
invaders, traders and architects, sculptors
and poets, scientists and innovators,
farmers and businessmen, and millions and
millions of just ordinary, everyday men and
women. With a chatty style, simple
explanations and well-rounded coverage,
this is the definitive Indian history in
two volumes for young readers. Filled with
photographs, illustrations, activities and
quotable facts, this is one retelling of
history you don?t want to miss.
The Fathers Are Coming Home Starfell
As nighttime falls all types of
fathers--fish, rabbits, snails, pigs, and a Teaching Secondary Physics 3rd Edition Keeper
boy's father--make their way home to their

Archives
Young Ajax is tasked with guarding the mysterious
kingdom's portal, a duty passed down through his
family and abandoned by his older brother,
bringing shame to his family. When the prince of
Rastella visits the portal, disaster strikes! In
an accident, the prince falls into the portal and
Ajax knows that it's up to him to get him back.

The Cat, the Cash, the Leap, and the List Univ
of California Press
Author-illustrator Vashti Harrison shines a
bold, joyous light on black men through
history in this #1 New York Times bestseller.
An important book for readers of all ages,
this beautifully illustrated and engagingly
written volume brings to life true stories of
black men in history. Among these biographies,
readers will find aviators and artists,
politicians and pop stars, athletes and
activists. The exceptional men featured
include writer James Baldwin, artist Aaron
Douglas, filmmaker Oscar Devereaux Micheaux,
lawman Bass Reeves, civil rights leader John
Lewis, dancer Alvin Ailey, and musician
Prince. The legends in Little Legends:
Exceptional Men in Black History span
centuries and continents, but each one has
blazed a trail for generations to come.
Switzerland and the Adjacent Portions of Italy,
Savoy, and Tyrol Univ of California Press
"The narrator, reading with clarity and precision,
tells the well-known story of the Jewish girl and
her family who hid during the Holocaust...[This]
high-quality read-along...[is] excellent for
school and public libraries." - Booklist

I am Frida Kahlo Penguin
Protect their community or protect their
discovery? For eighth graders Chace,
Harley, Will, and Cherise, that's a lifechanging question after they find a
dragon's egg while hunting for thundereggs
on the beach. Toss in summer jobs, family
struggles, and a National Security Agent,
and their summer vacation just became
complicated. Can they find a solution that
won't leave their hearts broken or their
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than their orders, will they manage to deliver the
community in flames? E.T. meets How to
Train Your Dragon in this fun first book in relic in one piece? Chased across the seas as they
try to solve the mysteries within the parcel, the
the middle grade fantasy Myth Coast
fate of this ancient people depends on them. Finn
Adventures Trilogy.
and Aria must choose between what is right and
An Unexpected Adventure Little, Brown Books for
Young Readers
The famous Mexican painter Frida Kahlo is the 23rd
hero in the New York Times bestselling picture
book biography series from Brad Meltzer and
Christopher Eliopoulos (Cover may vary) This
friendly, fun biography series focuses on the
traits that made our heroes great--the traits that
kids can aspire to in order to live heroically
themselves. Each book tells the story of an icon
in a lively, conversational way that works well
for the youngest nonfiction readers and that
always includes the hero's childhood influences.
At the back are an excellent timeline and photos.
This book features Frida Kahlo, the renowned
Mexican painter and activist. After surviving a
bus crash, she made her mark in art history for
her unique way of looking at the world and
integrating her own image and life into her
paintings. This friendly, fun biography series
inspired the PBS Kids TV show Xavier Riddle and
the Secret Museum. One great role model at a time,
these books encourage kids to dream big. Included
in each book are: • A timeline of key events in
the hero’s history • Photos that bring the story
more fully to life • Comic-book-style
illustrations that are irresistibly adorable •
Childhood moments that influenced the hero • Facts
that make great conversation-starters • A virtue
this person embodies: Frida Kahlo's self-love is
celebrated in this title You’ll want to collect
each book in this dynamic, informative series!
The Last Fairy Door Hachette UK
Such a small parcel shouldn’t cause experienced
smugglers much trouble, but this parcel is far
from normal. Lost and scared after a violent
storm, Finn and his sister, Aria, take shelter on
a remote island. They discover the parcel contains
a relic belonging to a long forgotten people.
Locked inside are powers which will change their
lives, and the world, forever. As Finn realises
his connection to the relic, a vision strikes him
- but what does it mean? Who should they trust?
And if they decide to follow their hearts rather

what is easy - and time is running out ... Praise
for Eternal Seas: ‘“A thrilling and magical
adventure with plenty of hair-raising chases and a
villain readers will love to hate. ETERNAL SEAS is
a must-read for young fantasy fans.” — Madeline
Dyer, author of the Untamed series “Eternal Seas
is a compelling adventure that weaves mystery and
intrigue into a tantalising plot for the reader to
enjoy. The writing has a lyrical quality and
almost seems to capture the movement of the sea as
the story unfolds. A very enjoyable read.” - Jude
Lennon, author of Hal and the End Street, the
Lamby series and other children’s books “An
exciting debut novel that takes us on a roller
coaster adventure ride over high seas to
mysterious places and brims with magic and
intrigue. Young readers will love this book.” Shalbey Bellaman, author of Dragons in the Looking
Glass and Jack in the Wallows

Telling Time Disney Electronic Content
The instant New York Times bestseller! From
the author of Little Leaders: Bold Women in
Black History comes the highly anticipated
follow-up, a beautifully illustrated
collectible detailing the lives of women
creators around the world. Featuring the
true stories of 35 women creators, ranging
from writers to inventors, artists to
scientists, Little Dreamers: Visionary
Women Around the World inspires as it
educates. Readers will meet trailblazing
women like Mary Blair, an American
modernist painter who had a major influence
on how color was used in early animated
films, actor/inventor Hedy Lamarr,
environmental activist Wangari Maathai,
architect Zaha Hadid, filmmaker Maya Deren,
and physicist Chien-Shiung Wu. Some names
are known, some are not, but all of the
women had a lasting effect on the fields

they worked in. The charming, informationfilled full-color spreads show the Dreamers
as both accessible and aspirational so
readers know they, too, can grow up to do
something amazing.
Eternal Seas Root Word Books
Got manga? Christopher Hart’s got manga,
and he wants to share it with all his
millions of readers—especially the
beginners. With Manga for the Beginner,
anyone who can hold a pencil can start
drawing great manga characters right away.
Using his signature step-by-step style,
Hart shows how to draw the basic manga head
and body, eyes, bodies, fashion, and more.
Then he goes way beyond most beginner
titles, exploring dynamic action poses,
special effects, light and shading,
perspective, popular manga types such as
animals, anthros, and shoujo and shounen
characters. By the end of this big book,
the new artist is ready to draw dramatic
story sequences full of movement and life.
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